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To pursue a leadership position through diversifi-
cation and growth in Saudi Arabia and beyond, 
while continuing to explore solutions to lead on 
the Sustainable Energy Space.

WHO WE ARE

Our Mission

Our Vision

• Become an active player in the Kingdom’s 2030 
Vision and beyond.

• Become an employer of choice in the country 
and move towards becoming more of a corpo-
rate (vs. a simple family business)

• Provide customers with bespoke solutions in 
multi sectors 

• Invest in sustainable energy solutions in line 
with Saudi Green Initiative.

Our goal is to maintain a good reputation, the 
trust and satisfaction of our employees, custom-
ers and suppliers through our Core Values, to 
ensure the continuity of achieving profitable 
growth by working and investing in the field of 
Machinery, Power, Water, and Aftersales/After-
market Solutions

Our Purpose

We pride ourselves on upholding the 5 core 
values, which will guide the decisions we make as 
we pursue our ambitions.

Our Values

Efficiency & Responsibility
• Working professionalism
• Integrity & Compliance

Teamwork
• Cooperate in the spirit of one team.

Customer Satisfaction
• Earning loyalty and satisfaction every time.

Continuous Improvement
• Passion and desire for ongoing learning and 

development.
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SUMMARY
Forget reliability, think thriving. For nearly five decades, Sawary has been more than just a power compa-
ny – it's been the lifeblood of Saudi Arabia's ambitions. Since 1974, we've illuminated homes, fueled 
industries, and ignited potential, weaving a seamless story of uninterrupted power across the kingdom.

From land to sea, from businesses to battleships, Sawary doesn't just provide power, it empowers. We 
are the one-stop shop for progress, offering a symphony of solutions – generators, engines, UPS 
systems, parts, filters, services, and even concrete equipment. It's a complete power orchestra, conduct-
ed by our unrivaled expertise, to propel your dreams into the future.
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SAWARY Heritage

It started small, a spark in Jeddah that soon grew into a powerful wave of prog-
ress, sweeping across the kingdom.

In bustling Jeddah, back in 1974, a bright idea flickered in the mind of Sheikh 
Ahmmed Al Sulaiman. He dreamt of a Saudi Arabia buzzing with life, its cities 
shining, its factories whirring, all powered by the steady hum of electricity. 
That's how Sawary began – not just a company, but a promise to fill homes 
with light, fuel businesses with energy, and ignite the potential within every 
person. 

The early days were an adventure on uncharted terrain. Like brave explorers facing the unknown, 
Sawary's pioneers forged their own path. They tackled tricky technical problems, won the trust of 
customers, and made powerful allies along the way. Every cable laid, every machine whirring, every 
switch that flickered on was a victory for their mission: to bring progress to Saudi Arabia. Their tools 
were blueprints and schematics, not maps and compasses, and their language was the simple yet 
powerful one of electricity.

From Pioneering Sparks to Radiant Progress: The Sawary Story
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As the years passed, Sawary grew alongside the nation. They brought light to bustling factories, 
vibrant cities, and even tiny villages hidden in the vast desert. They became the silent engine of prog-
ress, the helping hand guiding Saudi Arabia into the exciting age of electricity.
But Sawary never stood still. They looked beyond their borders, seeking partnerships and knowledge, 
always hungry for new ways to grow. From big companies around the world to bright minds just start-
ing out, they welcomed everyone, joining hands to create a web of expertise as intricate as the 
kingdom's own history.

Today, Sawary stands tall, a shining symbol of power 
and progress. It's a testament to the founder's vision, 
the pioneers' hard work, and the trust of countless 
partners and customers. This isn't just the story of a 
company, it's the story of a nation's journey, lit up by 
Sawary's unwavering light. A journey that, like the sun 
rising over the Arabian Sea, will continue to bring 
brighter and brighter tomorrows to Saudi Arabia.
Sawary: Where dreams find their plug, progress sparks 
like a light bulb, and power shines bright on the ambi-
tions of a nation.

SAWARY Heritage
From Pioneering Sparks to Radiant Progress: The Sawary Story
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Established By Sheikh Ahmed Bin Abdullah Al Sulaiman

Represented Major gen. brands including

Representing Baldwin Filters (Parker)

Representing Rolls -Royce MTU Engines and Gensets

Representing Detroit Diesel Engines

Representing SIEL UPS

Representing Other Parker Products in KSA & Yemen

Representing KCP Concrete Pumps

Representing Shell Lubricants

Representing JCB Power Systems

•
•
•

•

1974

1975

2000

2013

2014

2017

2021

2021

2022

2021

TIMELINE Years Legacy 48 

Representing

Representing2023

2023

Representing2024

Representing2024

Costex Tractor Parts CTP ®

Thermon Industrial Process Heating 

AKSA Power Generation

ItalTower Professional Lighting Towers

2024 The RENTAL CompanyLaunching

130+ Employees Including 40 Engineers, 40 Qualified and Trained Technicians
Diversified Workforce With over 40%Local/Saudi Employees and growing/increasing
Dedicated QHSE Function Focused on Instilling a Safe Working Culture

ISO 45001 | 14001 | 9001 Certified•
Annual Turnover of ~200M/SAR



At Sawary we provide the highest standard of environmental compliance; We are the sole supplier of 
electric diesel generators in KSA that is internationally certified by US EPA. After all, it is our vision to 
work towards to a greater, cleaner, safer, and more powerful tomorrow, today.
Sawary is simply Energy Solutions that make the difference.

OUR DOMAINS OUR BRANDS

Power
• Power Generators (Genset)
• Engines
• UPS

Filtration & Industrial Heating Process  
• Filtration Solutions

Construction
• Concrete Pumps
• Construction Equipment

Lubricants
• Engine Oils

• Rolls Royce, MTU | JCB | AKSA
• MTU
• SIEL

•

• Korea Concrete Pumps (KCP)
• ItalTower Professional Lighting Towers 

• Shell

Sawary.. 
Solutions that generate passion and ambition

• Heating Process Solutions • Thermon

• Parts • CTP

Parker(Racor,Baldwin,PECO,Velcon,Domnick,
Twin Filters, HIFE Condition Monitoring) 
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Legacy of Excellence

The craftsmanship of the Diesel Engines is a reflection of our strong heritage in  the diesel engine 
business. Our ancestral company, MTU Friedrichshafen in Germany, (part of Rolls-Royce Group), is a 
long-time dominant forces in diesel engine innovation and manufacturing. In addition to our New 
Partner Global world-wide well established JCB from the UK, and AKSA Power Generation from Turkey.

In addition to our World-Wide-Leader Partners in their Fields and Domains;

We pride ourselves with our Partners Legacy and we select very carefully our Partners and Associa-
tions. We are very lucky to have partnered and represented brands and names such as Parker (in the 
Filtration), Shell (in the Oil & Lubricants), KCP (in the Concrete Pumps), SIEL (in the alternative Power 
Supply), CTP Costex Tractor Parts (in Engines and Truck Parts), Thermon (in Process Heating), and 
ItalTower (in Heavy Duty Lighting Towers).

OUR PARTNERS

Shell is a World Renown Oil &
Gas and Lubricants Provider

Delivering a variety of A-Grade
Products for customers for years

JCB is a British equipment
manufacturer established in 1945
JCP Manufacture Construction,
Agriculture, Waste Handling, and
Demolition Equipment

KCP is the #1Korean Concrete 
Pump
Provider and Manufacturer in 
Korea
The company was established in 
2002

Costex Tractor Parts CTP® is a 
worldwide quality supplier of New 
Replacement Caterpillar® Parts and 
Replacement Komatsu® Parts, 
equipment and engines. 

AKSA Power has been a 
leading force in the world of 
power generation, With a 
commitment to innovation and 
sustainability

Baldwin’s filters and Racor Filter
are built to last.
Delivering superior efficiency
throughout the entire service
interval, Baldwin & Racor filters
provide the protection needed

Thermon is a global leader in 
process heating. they provide 
custom-engineered and 
comprehensive solutions for all 
their heating needs.

MTU On-site Energy diesel
Generator sets provide
Reliable solutions for your
Power generation

Since 1983 SIEL has been
engaged in the creation reliable
energy and for its generation
from renewable sources

ItalTower, a leading Italian
Manufacturer with a total 
Focus on heavy duty 
Lighting towers 



MTU is the core brand of Rolls-Royce Power Systems AG,  which is a world-leading provider of high- and 
medium-  speed diesel and gas engines, complete drive systems,  distributed energy systems and fuel 
injection systems for the  most demanding requirements.
Based on its innovative capabilities, its reliability and system  competence, MTU combines unique drive 
system know-  how and a large range of products of excellent quality.  Together with MTU’s full product 
and customer services the  benefit is yours, as highest availability is on your disposal, no  matter where 
you are based.

MTU is one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers  of large diesel 
engines and complete propulsion  
systems. Our robust and durable 
engines reliably propel large ships, 
heavy agricultural & rail vehicles, 
and industrial applications

MTU Applications:
• Construction & Industrial 

Equipment
• Mining
• Commercial Marine
• Oil & Gas
• Rail
• Yacht
• Agricultural Machines
• Marine & Land Defense
• Gen-drive

MTU is one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers  of large diesel 
engines and complete propulsion  
systems. Our robust and durable 
engines reliably propel large ships, 
heavy agricultural and rail vehicles, 
and industrial applications

MTU ROLLS-ROYCE ENGINES
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MTU Energy diesel generator sets provide reliable solutions for your power generation needs. Featuring 
low fuel consumption, long service intervals and low emissions backed by more than 60 years of 

experience, our generator sets are designed to perform. Customers around the world trust us to provide 
reliable power for a wide range of  applications, like healthcare, data centers, airports, manufacturing 

plants & independent  power stations.

ADVANCED MONITORING

Continuous ApplicationStandby  Application

ISO DESIGNED  MANUFACTUREDINDUSTRY LEADING LOAD FACTOR

Continuous Application

Our product portfolio covers diesel generator sets up to 3250 kw.

MTU PRODUCTS



Embarking on the future of Sustainable Energy with our partner Rolls-Royce MTU

Battery Storage / Micro Grid Solutions 
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• JCB manufacture Construction, Agriculture, Waste Handling, and Demolition equipment
• JCB is a Private Company
• Total number of Employees is 11,000 
• Revenue is 4B+ Pounds in 2019
• Power Generators is a division of JCB, that was established in 2006

We are a Proud Partner of JCB 
A world-renown British equipment manufacturer established in 1945

We represent JCB Power Division in KSA

JCB offers an extensive range of high specification diesel generators to meet customer requirements 
for any power application globally. Each JCB generator is built to the highest specification to deliver 
outstanding reliability, high performance and increased efficiency.



AKSA Power Generation 
AKSA: Powering Your World for Over 50 Years

For over five decades, AKSA Power has been a leading force in the world of power generation, offering 
a comprehensive range of reliable and fuel-efficient diesel, gas, and marine generators. From powering 
homes and businesses to supporting industries and critical infrastructure, AKSA's solutions range from 
1 kVA to a mighty 3000 kVA, catering to diverse needs across the globe. With a commitment to innova-
tion and sustainability, AKSA is not just about powering your present, but also contributing to a brighter 
future.

Aksa Power Generation manufactures gasoline, diesel, natural gas and marine generating sets range 
between 1 kVA to 3.125 kVA as well as lighting towers and generator hardware with 3 manufacturing 
facilities in Tekirdag Cerkezkoy (Turkey 60.000 m² of total space), Changzhou (China 120.000 m² of 
total space) and Louisiana (U.S.A., 8.000 m² of total space); and in trade centers which located in The 
Netherlands and U.A.E. has become a leader and pioneer within the sector. Aksa Power Generation 
aims to rank among the top three global manufacturers by 2025.

Aksa Power Generation sales to 178 countries its products and is among the top five global firms of the 
sector with 25 offices, 3 production facilities and 2 trade centers located in Asia, Europe, Africa and 
America.
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SIEL UPS Products: 
Choosing SIEL means relying on experts to find the best solution in daily activities

Safe Power Modular
100 to 1560 kVA

Safe -Power EVO
100 to 600 kVA

Safe -Power S
10 to 80 kVA

For over 30 years, SIEL has been engaged in the creation and research of technologies for reliable 
energy and for its generation from renewable sources.
SIEL’s projects, products, systems and  services have become a guarantee  of quality at an internation-
al level.
From private to public, SIEL builds the most suitable tools for each customer and manages  its energy 
in safety: fundamental advantages for highly critical areas such as those of finance,  health, data 
centers, industrial plants and telecommunications.



Professional Lighting Towers
Building on twenty years of experience in the mechanical and electronic sectors.

We provide Lighting tower for all your needs.
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Building on twenty years of experience in the mechanical and electronic sectors.

Italtower Light Towers are designed to be long-lasting for any application: to bring light to any place and 
at any time. 
With models are ideal in the following fields of application: construction sites, events and shows, indus-
trial applications, road works and construction sites, civil protection, rentals. The range is very diversi-
fied, you can find solutions for any use and with different technical characteristics to satisfy the custom-
er and equipped with all the options you need to work easily, safely and quickly.
The main objective for the company is the satisfaction of the various needs of end users through an offer 
of high quality and reliable Lighting Towers. 

Italtower has always been investing in R&D (Research & Development) to offer innovative products, tech-
nologically advanced and affordable for everyone. With a great experience behind.
 Italtower is a company that always knows how to innovate: the numerous certifications of the Light 
Towers production prove it.
With SAWARY you will be able to get a diverse range perfectly matches the Made in Italy philosophy: all 
the products are manufactured in their factories with components from leading Italian and European 
brands. The quality of the products is proven by CE, CSA/UL, EAC, SASO certifications.
Product innovation passes through the use of technologies and materials that guarantees reliability and 
durability. These products are constantly improved, always keeping up to date with the latest technolo-
gies and market trends. Every detail is scrupulously researched to obtain a unique product of its kind, 
which includes technological know-how, reliability, and simplicity of use, safety and originality.
The design of these Lighting Towers models adapts perfectly to any type of application, taking care to 
maintain the product's functionality and strengths.



AFTERMARKET FILTRATION

Air
Lube
Fuel
Hydraulic
Coolant
All Products
Channel Flow®
Fuel/Water Separators
High Velocity Dual-Flow®
Pure-Force®

BALDWIN’s team of engineers continual-
ly looks for ways to improve our product. 
Working from the  basic filtration design 
and using the latest technology like 3-D 
CAD modelling and stereo  lithographic 
prototyping, the engineering group leads 
the way with innovative, patented  
designs such as Radial Seal air filters, 
self-venting drain valves for fuel/water 
separators.

For franchised products such as MTU, we use/market 
Original Equipment Manufacturer’s filters/ products

RACOR is a global leader in engine filtration technology. For almost 
50 years Racor have been a driving force of innovation, with a 
commitment to delivering the best solutions for our customers. 
Working in partnership with world-class automotive OEMs.

Part of the line offering is the design and manufacture of first-fit 
equipment for many of the biggest names in truck and bus. And the 
identical engine filtration is available in the aftermarket, offering you 
products with exactly the same fit, form and class-leading perfor-
mance as the original – and always 100% compliant with vehicle 
manufacturers’ warranty conditions.
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The Aerospace Filtration Division (AFD) of Parker Hannifin manufactures a wide range of best in class 
Parker Velcon filtration and separation solutions and fuel condition monitoring products for use in 
assuring clean dry aviation fuel.
As the global leader in bulk aviation fuel filtration, Parker AFD proprietary products range from micron-
ic filters, fiberglass coalescers, separators, water absorbent cartridges, and clay canisters designed to 
meet required industry standards. 
This includes a complete line of cartridges qualified to the latest editions of EI specifications: EI 1581, 
EI 1583, EI 1590 as well as housings that meet best in class EI 1596 requirements.
For military fuel handling and filtration, Parker AFD has developed & supplied coalescers & separator 
cartridges for vessels qualified to stringent military fuel filtration specifications, specifically EI1581 
and qualification procedures for aviation jet fuel filter/separators, Category M and M100
Parker CLEANDiesel filtration solutions designed for ultra clean fuel required by today's Tier 4F and 
Stage IV high pressure common rail engines. Applications includes Mining.

INDUSTRIAL FILTRATION-AVIATION
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For over 80 years the PECO brand of products has led the way in oil & gas filtration solutions. Customers 
trust the PECO brand for quality and performance to handle complex contaminant management issues. 
Total cost of filtration is not just about how much a filter costs, but rather how much overall cost of main-
tenance it can reduce. Adding PECO filtration vessels and cartridges to your process will diminish 
contaminant build-up in process equipment, protect critical equipment from damage, help minimize 
downtime, lower energy consumption, and keep gas and liquid streams within specs.
PROVIDING SOLUTIONS FOR THE OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
Offshore injection water
Gas Gathering
Power Generation 

Refining
Onshore produced water
Gas Processing
NGL Pipeline & Storage
Petrochemical
Fractionation 
Gas Transmission 
as Storage 
Mining

INDUSTRIAL FILTRATION-PROCESS



Parker Domnick hunter, Process Division manufacture stainless and carbon steel pressure vessels and 
filtration systems that are designed to meet International industry standards and specific customer 
application requirements.
Our experience and expertise has seen us design and fabricate major systems for industries including:
                      • Pharmaceutical       • Chemical      • Food and beverage     • Industrial fermentation
Parker Domnick hunter, Process Division manufacture a range of microfiltration cartridges for liquid and 
gas applications that utilize the latest production techniques, combining the most suitable membranes 
and filtration media with the latest easy to use formats.

INDUSTRIAL FILTRATION-PROCESS

Parker Condition Monitoring specializes in providing online and on-site solutions for monitoring critical 
plant and industry machinery. Our sensors and equipment pieces facilitate rapid and informed 
decision-making which helps to keep your machinery running efficiently for longer.
As condition monitoring system specialists, we only supply methodologies that target the earliest stages 
of fault detection. This ensures that you get reliable and timely results on the critical condition of your 
plant and equipment. Learn more about our products for Used Oil Analysis, Bunker Fuel Testing, Wear 
Metals and Fluid Cleanliness.Parker Kittiwake condition monitoring products have been used by the 
Marine, rail, aviation, Oil & Gas, Power Generation, Mining industry for over 25 years. Fleet-wide condition 
monitoring helps reduce maintenance cost, increase machinery life, reduce wear and ultimately improve 
our clients’ profits by reducing operational costs.
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Twin Filter B.V. was founded 1985 as a 
Dutch company, specializing in design, 
engineering and production of filtration 
systems for a broad spectrum of indus-
tries, at home and abroad.

As of the 1st of November 2012, Twin 
Filter became part of Parker Hannifin 
Corporation. Parker Hannifin has a strong 
strategic focus on the oil & gas industry 
and through the addition of Twin Filter 
becomes a global leader. However, Parker 
Hannifin also is of great value for expand-
ing the Twin Filter process and food & 
beverage markets.

Self-cleaning filter units for water applica-
tions
Drinking water filtration systems
Oil & Gas Drilling filtration systems
Water intake systems
Pre-filtration for desalination plants
Oil and water separation

INDUSTRIAL FILTRATION-PROCESS



For more than 50 years, Purolator, a Parker Brand, has designed and manufactured a broad range of 
porous, sintered, metallic filter products to address specific needs for diverse markets. 
Parker offers superior metallic filtration products that provide precise control of permeability, strength, 
and corrosion resistance for your applications.
A host of custom and standard products are available for liquid and gas filtration, fluidization, separa-
tion, and many other applications.
Product offerings include:
Cleanable stainless steel elements
Self-cleaning filters
Fluidizing media
Filter Septa tubes
High temperature gas filters.

These fabricated metal products are used in chemical processing, power generation, pharmaceutical, 
refining and other industrial application

INDUSTRIAL FILTRATION-PROCESS
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Costex Tractor Parts CTP® is a worldwide quality supplier of New Replacement Caterpillar® Parts and 
Replacement Komatsu® Parts, equipment and engines. CTP, offer Premium heavy equipment parts CTP, 
focus to provide you with great quality replacement Caterpillar® parts at a great value. Our new replace-
ment parts undergo strenuous and strict inspection procedures to ensure the quality of our product. 
Whether you are mining copper at high altitudes in the Chilean Andes, or digging an irrigation canal on 
the family farm, you can rest.
Assured that our team and quality parts will back you every step of the way.

From Bearing, Piston, Crankshaft, Fuel Injector, Liner Kits, Valves, GET - Ground Engaging Tools, Gasket 
Kits,
To Overhaul Kit and all CTP product, we are offering a wide range of High Quality Aftermarket Replace-
ment parts.
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COSTEX TRACTOR PARTS CTP®
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Thermon is a global leader in process heating. They did this by becoming a reliable partner for their 
customers. No matter where they are in the world, companies know they can always count on them to 
provide custom-engineered and comprehensive solutions for all their heating needs.
Thermon began in 1954, and they introduced the world to heat transfer cement.
Since then, Thermon has been at the forefront of innovation and invention in industrial heating. From 
creating the first packaged tracing systems, to the development of high performance heating technolo-
gy, Thermon has provided customers with the best solutions for their heating needs.

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEATING 



Concrete Pump is a large concrete conveying equipment that is mounted on top of a carrying truck.
This pump requires steel or flex concrete placing hoses to be manually attached to the outlet of the 
machine. Hoses are linked together and lead to wherever the concrete needs placing. Line pumps 
pump concrete at lower volume than boom pump and are used for smaller volume concrete placing 
apps. Our main focus in the time being is on Boom Pumps only. There is/will be potential for Placing 
Booms especially in high-rise and mega construction projects, which we would be pursuing gradually

 We provide multiple size Truck-Mounted Concrete Pumps
CONCRETE EQUIPMENT
We are Exclusive Partners with the #1 Concrete Pumps Provider in Korea – KCP

OIL & LUBRICANTS 
Shell is the number one global lubricant supplier, delivering market-leading lubricants

Shell Lubricants brings world-class technological 
insights to its products, offering the best formula-
tions for multi-purpose use to customers in over 100 
countries.

We offer through our Partner 
Shell a large variety of Industrial 
Lubricants serving and catering 
to the needs of multiple Business 
Sectors:
-Power  - Cement  -Mining
-Petrochemicals   -Oil & Gas
-Manufacturing
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WE ARE YOUR STRATEGIC PARTNER OFFERING
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE

24 solutions that generate passion
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The Rental Company -by SAWARY - is aiming to become a leading Saudi rental solutions provider.  We 
aspire to provide our customers with complete rental solutions, through our branch network in KSA. 
We are your one-stop-shop partner offering detailed solutions, flexible (short or long-term) arrange-
ments, and best-in-class internationally renowned brands.   All of this while maintaining the highest 
international standards of Quality, Health, and Safety
We serve a wide variety of industries including, oil & gas, construction, events, retail & commercial, man-
ufacturing and marine & ports.

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCELOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCELOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCELOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCELOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCELOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
WE ARE YOUR STRATEGIC PARTNER OFFERING
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE

WE ARE YOUR STRATEGIC PARTNER OFFERING
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE

WE ARE YOUR STRATEGIC PARTNER OFFERING
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE

WE ARE YOUR STRATEGIC PARTNER OFFERING
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE

WE ARE YOUR STRATEGIC PARTNER OFFERING
EECEPTIONAL SERVICE, WORLD CLAS BRANDS,
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCELOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
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Sawary has invested in a new range of high quality generators and tower lights to enable us to serve 
more customers in various industries, but more specifically in Saudi Arabia’s booming Events Indus-
try.  Our equipment is designed to meet the rigorous standards of the entertainment industry and 
stand out for their quality, appearance and durability.  We are constantly adding innovative and state 
of the art new equipment that meet (and exceed) customers’ requirements.  
Through our network of reliable partners, we are able to complement our fleet with high quality prod-
ucts that we assess rigorously and monitor closely.  This will insure that our customers get the best 
quality complete solutions, thus eliminate the need to talk to multiple suppliers
With that in mind, Sawary is perfectly placed to provide essential support to a wide range of events, 
from concerts and sports tournaments to festivals and roadshows.
All of this is offered with our renowned highest standards of efficiency and technical support 24/7
The customer is at the heart of everything we do at Sawary, with the company’s people-centric work 
ethic driving success at all levels of the organization.
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Some of our Awards Achievements
and Major Clients

Some of our Major Clients Filtration Sample ClientsSome of our Major ClientsSome of our Major ClientsSome of our Major Clients

Some of our Awards
Outstanding Achievement Awards

EMEA Power Generation Rolls-Royce Power Systems Partner

2018 - 2019

2016 - 2017 2022 - 2023

Parker-Baldwin Filtration Distribution Award

2008

2012 2013

20112009 - 2010

2023 2023

KCP & Thermon Awards

20232022
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Some of our Projects References  
(Power & Construction)

Mobile Units Royal Palaces Health Sector

Power Plants – Black StartHospitality

Commercial Airports

Data Centers Telecom
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SAWARY AFTERSALES CAPABILITIES

40

2

4

4

Qualified & Trained 
Engineers

In-House Technical 
Consultants

Qualified & Trained
Application and 
Projects Engineers

Facilities across KSA
within major Regional Hubs

SAWARY engineers attend a minimum of 7 Technical 
Trainings (and counting) within a course of the last 3 years

Over 50,000,000 SAR worth of Spare Parts

8 Warehouses in Jeddah, Riyadh, Dammam, and Qassim 
with standard racking and environment control

3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 
with standard and special toolings

3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 3 Workshops in Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam, fully fitted 
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Our Geozone Locations in Figures

Size:4,500m2
Headcount:1
Vehicles:1

RIYADH (RS) Geozone

S Service Workshop A Admin Offices W Warehouse

S A W

A

A W

Size: 220m2
Headcount: 3
Vehicles: 2

MEDINAH Geozone

Size: 600m2
Headcount: 39
Vehicles: 7

HEAD OFFICE (Jeddah)

Size: 6,645m2
Headcount: 30
Vehicles: 14

JEDDAH K-17Geozone
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A W

Size: 600m2
Headcount: 3
Vehicles: 2

QASSIM Geozone

Size: 3,000m2
Headcount: 24
Vehicles: 17

DAMMAM Geozone

Size:6000m2
Headcount:29
Vehicles:20

RIYADH (RU) Geozone

South
Jizan

North
NEOM

A
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W

New Planned Presence Locations



Authorized Distributor For

Jeddah, Head Office (HO): + (0966 ) 12 606 9333
Riyadh (RU): + 11 231 0287966(0)

Dammam (DM): + 13 814 1546966(0)
Qassim (QS): + 16 385 4126966(0)

www.sawary-sa.com
8004414040

SOLUTIONS THAT GENERATE PASSION AND AMBITION




